
DEDICATO
Murano glass in a raw steel cage, wrinkled matt black frame with Dark Antique brass details and black fabric cable. |  Vetro 
di Murano in gabbia acciaio crudo, montatura in nero opaco raggrinzante con particolari in brunito scuro e  cavo in tessuto nero.

AC

Raw steel + wrinkled 
matt black

Acciaio crudo + nero 
opaco raggrinzante 

Item Technical data Price 
(vat not incl.)

DEDICATO HANGING LAMP SS.1015/G/AC/T    Big Hanging lamp with transparent Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.  

SS.1015/G/AC/AS Big Hanging lamp with amber Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.  

 

SS.1015/G/AC/F Big Hanging lamp with smokey Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy. 

 

SS.1015/G/AC/AM Big Hanging lamp with amethyst Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.  

SS.1015/G/AC/GR Big Hanging lamp with grey Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.  

SS.1015/G/AC/DN Big Hanging lamp with blue Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.   

SS.1015/G/AC/OC Big Hanging lamp with light green Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.  

SS.1015/G/AC/BL Big Hanging lamp with white Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.      

E27 - max 60W - 230V
ENERGY CLASS FROM E TO A++
BULB NOT INCLUDED

H 406/2000

L 572

T

Transparent
Trasparente

AS

Amber
Ambra

F

Smokey
Fumè

AM

Amethyst
Ametista

GR

Grey
Grigio 

DN

Blue
Blu

OC

Light green
Verde chiaro

BL

White
Bianco 

Glass coloursMetal colours

P 427

H 323/2000

L 422
P 301

DEDICATO HANGING LAMP SS.1015/M/AC/T    Medium Hanging lamp with transparent Murano glass on a raw 
steel frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details 
and white canopy.  

SS.1015/M/AC/AS Medium Hanging lamp with amber Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.    

SS.1015/M/AC/F Medium Hanging lamp with smokey Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.     

SS.1015/M/AC/AM Medium Hanging lamp with amethyst Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.  

SS.1015/M/AC/GR Medium Hanging lamp with grey Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.   

SS.1015/M/AC/DN Medium Hanging lamp with blue Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy. 

SS.1015/M/AC/OC Medium Hanging lamp with light green Murano glass on a raw 
steel frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details 
and white canopy.    

SS.1015/M/AC/BL Medium Hanging lamp with white Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.      

E27 - max 60W - 230V
ENERGY CLASS FROM E TO A++
BULB NOT INCLUDED

DEDICATO HANGING LAMP SS.1015/P/AC/T Small Hanging lamp with transparent Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.    

SS.1015/P/AC/AS Small Hanging lamp with amber Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.       

SS.1015/P/AC/F Small Hanging lamp with smokey Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.    

SS.1015/P/AC/AM Small Hanging lamp with amethyst Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.         

SS.1015/P/AC/GR Small Hanging lamp with grey Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.      

SS.1015/P/AC/DN Small Hanging lamp with blue Murano glass on a raw steel frame, 
wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and white 
canopy.           

SS.1015/P/AC/OC Small Hanging lamp with light green Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.         

SS.1015/P/AC/BL Small Hanging lamp with white Murano glass on a raw steel 
frame, wrinkled matt black frame with dark burnished details and 
white canopy.                                                                

E14 - max 60W - 230V
ENERGY CLASS FROM E TO A++
BULB NOT INCLUDED

H 210/2000
L 271

P 195

6 7




